
You (You, #1) By Caroline Kepnes Yeah I picked up a conch shell that washed up on the shores of
northern England and I listened to it and out from it emerged the dulcet tones of pre-label signing
the 1975. The mountain is you epub Publishing in the US on Aril 6 2021(You know You Netflix?
Thats based on my Joe Goldberg books! You can read You3 before Season 3)Her work has been
translated into a multitude of languages and inspired a television series adaptation of You currently
on Netflix. Youjo senki crossover Kepnes graduated from Brown University and then worked as a
pop culture journalist for Entertainment Weekly and a TV writer for 7th Heaven and The Secret Life
of the American Teenager. Book yourself solid Publishing in the US on Aril 6 2021(You know You
Netflix? That's based on my Joe Goldberg books! You can read You3 before Season 3)Her work has
been translated into a multitude of languages and inspired a television series adaptation of You
currently on Netflix. How do you keep an idiot in suspense Kepnes graduated from Brown
University and then worked as a pop culture journalist for Entertainment Weekly and a TV writer for
7th Heaven and The Secret Life of the American Teenager. Can you print an ebook She has a
public Facebook account and Tweets incessantly telling Joe everything he needs to know: she is
simply Beck to her friends she went to Brown University she lives on Bank Street and she’ll be at a
bar in Brooklyn tonight—the perfect place for a “chance” meeting. Pdf you can write on I feel the
need to explain how minimal the plot is: this book felt to me like it was building up to a revelation in
which the girl Joe is stalking is actually going to try and kill him which would’ve been so fucking
badass. Your kindle is restarting stuck um can't you can get the entire plot of this book from the
blurb?My other problem with this book is that the narrative uses a purposeful failure to develop side
characters to manipulate the audience. Kindle you can write on These two characters are
villainized with every moment of depth to their character taken away so the narrative can find Joe—
remember the stalker the dude who watches a girl masturbate and kidnaps and murders her?— the
more sympathetic character. Young sheldon See Kepnes sometimes does this thing with Beck
where Beck will do something Joe will think a thing about her motivations and the audience can see
on some level that he’s wrong but. Youlana Joe keeps believing that everyone he knows is faking
both their food allergies and chronic illnesses and in at least one circumstance he’s proven right
(Peach again) thus proving “everyone in New York is faking illnesses” as right. Epub to pdf I just
also know that implying people make up food allergies for fun isn’t compelling moral darkness and
playing into old tropes about lesbians isn't compelling moral darkness either. Ubreakifix EDIT #1:
Based on the incredible amount of angry comments on this review I think it's very important that we
as a society google the Hays Code or watch the Celluloid Closet or even very quickly attempt to read
the wikipedia article about the history of representation of gay bi and trans people in cinema.
Youlana It is always risky to see the adaptions because when the screenwriter turned at least 300
paged books into 100 paged screenplay editing details and changes about the story’s construction
may kill the soul and spirit of the original story. Book your hunt He brought passion loneliness
kindness to the character and with the connection of little Paco the screenwriter added the humanity
that we’ve been longed for when we’re reading the book. Your kindle is restarting stuck I think
choosing the second season of the adaption by skipping the book might be better option for
me!bloginstagramfacebooktwitter 424 I'm not sure what crazy people shelved this book as romance.
Young sheldon The novel evades the boundaries of genre; not quite a contemporary maybe but also
unlike most psychological thrillers creating something new and complex - quite unlike anything I've
ever read before. Pdf you can type in Through him the author examines the games people play
with one another and the gentle manipulation that even the most innocent of us are capable of at
times:You also offers an interesting look at stalking in the digital age. Youalwayswin For lovers of
twisted horror that touches on the potential insanity of the human psyche this book is for you! If you
read my review and then you read the book and you are grossed out disturbed or upset by the
content don't blame me! You can only blame YOU! 424 reread this book just armed with the
knowledge that I can picture Joe Goldberg as Penn Badgley(lowered to a 4. Epub to pdf converter
That is when you hear a song and you’re instantly like Holy shit this is THE SONG and then you are
fully unable to listen to any other music everything else pales in comparison you can only listen to



this one song on an endless loop until you’re eventually so sick of it that you can’t even listen to it
for approximately twelve calendar months. Book your site And as someone who is scared of heights
and things jumping out at me and walking at night and murderers and mice and robberies and bugs
touching me and germs and the alarm system in my apartment that randomly arbitrarily speaks in a
robotic woman’s voice it doesn’t seem like that’d be a high bar to reach. Book yourself solid She
figured out something basic and elemental and applicable: People are the most scared when they
think that a scary thing - even if it’s not the scariest possible thing - could happen to them. Youlana
He loves to read; he’s kind of technologically disengaged; he’s a bit pretentious and New York born-
and-bred; he’s a high school dropout but pretty consistently the smartest guy in the room.
Youalwayswin And he stalks Twitter and Facebook and Google Maps and he knows her address and
her friends and her plans and where she’ll be and who she is and where she went to college and her
job and he can read her writing and he has access to hundreds of pictures and her favorite movie
and the books she loves. Youlana 16 y/o me thought this book was way hotter shit than it actually is
and while there are some good things going on in You it's definitely not as
scandalous/edgy/impressive as I remember. Science fiction books for young adults However the
driving force of Joe’s “good guy” act and the constant delusion surrounding his relationship with
Beck allows for his inner monologue to not fall too far from its intended effect. Science fiction
books for young adults She has a public Facebook account and Tweets incessantly telling Joe
everything he needs to know: she is simply Beck to her friends she went to Brown University she
lives on Bank Street and she’ll be at a bar in Brooklyn tonight—the perfect place for a “chance”
meeting. Youlana Inconsiderate band-naming: add it to the list of why I’ll never be an intentional
fan of theirs. Youalwayswin All of that is to say that the same-named song to this book added to the
already-heady experience of reading this book. Youlana 7.

Science fiction books for young adults

Caroline Kepnes is the New York Times bestselling author of You Hidden Bodies Providence and You
Love Me. Youlana She grew up on Cape Cod and now lives in Los Angeles: Book your flight
Caroline Kepnes is the New York Times bestselling author of You Hidden Bodies Providence and You
Love Me, Book your site She grew up on Cape Cod and now lives in Los Angeles. Youlana
{site_link} When a beautiful aspiring writer strides into the East Village bookstore where Joe
Goldberg works he does what anyone would do: he Googles the name on her credit card. Science
fiction books for young adults As Joe invisibly and obsessively takes control of Beck’s life he
orchestrates a series of events to ensure Beck finds herself in his waiting arms, Book your guide
Moving from stalker to boyfriend Joe transforms himself into Beck’s perfect man all while quietly
removing the obstacles that stand in their way—even if it means murder. Youlana A terrifying
exploration of how vulnerable we all are to stalking and manipulation debut author Caroline Kepnes
delivers a razor-sharp novel for our hyper-connected digital age. All you need is crime thriller You
(You #1)

I don't normally review books when I've personally slept with the author and this time is no different.



Youlana See what I did there? No? That's because you can't read then! 424 UPDATE: I am officially
muting comments on this review because they without fail make me hate my life. Youlana If your
point is thinking critically about media is stupid and bad I can absolutely promise you I do not care,
Yoobi If you want to see my personal hell you can read through the comments on this, Your kindle
is restarting stuck ************You is a book I should hypothetically like because it is messed up
and creepy. Youlana But unfortunately it’s also – and don’t kill me I’m going to explain why I feel
this way – not very good. Can you print an ebook This is a book about a stalker with one
interesting twist: he narrates: Young sheldon kind of interesting and Santino Fontana deserves an
award for his audiobook narration: Fiction young adult books I will fully admit that this book does
one thing really well: it makes you feel as if it could happen to you to anyone, Do you like
hitchcock's style of suspense There’s something really scary about a thriller in which the villain is
so outwardly nice even believing within his mind that he IS kind. Book your hunt You can
completely see why someone like Beck (who never goes beyond the outline of a person) likes Joe:
Young sheldon The issue is that the ENTIRE BOOK is based off this gimmick and it is four hundred
twenty pages and very little is done with the premise: Science fiction books for young adults He
kills her and meets a new victim and that’s basically. You pdf merge The narrative gains empathy
for Joe by making you feel like you should feel empathy for Joe and does it via what I think is a very
boring path: i: Science fiction books for young adults by villainizing all the side characters and
forgoing character depth entirely, Youalwayswin Benjy and Peach are both awful and annoying and
I don’t have any sympathy for either one of these characters, Youalwayswin THAT is a solid
unreliable narrator—the lack of ability to figure out what’s real and what’s fake: Youpub But that
delightful ambiguity is missing from most of the narrative. Book your court tu There is something
so lazy and frustrating about caricaturizing the people around a stalker so you can gain audience
sympathy for said stalker. Youlana Peach specifically is an example of both the predatory lesbian
trope and also the bury your gays trope. Youlana Peach on-page masturbates to naked photos of her
best friend that her best friend does not know she has, Youalwayswin Though of course he
exaggerates this Joe is proven right that Peach is on some level dangerous and the audience feels no
grief at her death. Thriller young adult books Love the only gay character in the book being a
borderline sexual predator, Your kindle is restarting It's not at all done before and absolutely was
not mandated by law in the us to show how horrible and creepy gay people were. Yoobi I also found
the running joke about chronic illnesses sort of strange. Youlana Joe also does incredibly relatable
customer service rants and both things are written in the same tone set up in connection to Joe's
annoyance with political correctness and elitism, Book your site Comments about People With
Chronic Illnesses are framed in the same light as jokes about annoying Brooklyn hipsters and I
question the point of this. Ubreakifix I get that to some readers morality codes don’t apply because
this book is ~edgy~ and ~dark~: Epub to pdf converter A derisive rant about Brooklyn hipsters is
fun for a while but not for 60% of a thriller: Young sheldon Wish you could do it in a way that
actually transgresses societal norms rather than enforcing them, Youjo senki crossover I would
love to think this book is being 'meta' sure but I don't see a reason to think it is. Yoobi No actually it
is not ever necessary to add a predatory lesbian who dies at the end to your book that contains no
gay people, Youalwayswin It is important in media literacy to consider the impacts of the portrayals
of gay and bi women, Science fiction books for young adults I’m annoyed that with such an
interesting premise and with such wonderful writing this felt so lazy. Youalwayswin Blog |
Goodreads | Twitter | Instagram | Youtube 424 They always say the book is always better than its
adaptation. You thriller book Even Kubrick’s Shinning disappointed Stephen King and he told that
“the Shining” movie version was like a big beautiful Cadillac with no engine inside it: You pdf As it
happened to Bird Box remake of Pet Semetary Under the Dome Dune Hunger Games Dark Tower
The Girl On The Train Paper Towns Lovely Bones My Sister’s Keeper etc, How do you open epub
files ) But as soon as I read “You” too much dislikable characters’ existence exhausted me, Your
kindle highlights Joe’s weak imitation of American Psycho’s Patrick Bateman his creepy disturbing
narration purely irritated me. Yoobi I love dark books but I had so many questions why Joe chose



Guinevere because she seemed like so superficial self-sufficient untrustworthy spineless character,
Book your block She is a villanelle and she doesn’t act like decent person, Youjo senki crossover
But when I watch Sera Gamble’s TV adaption I changed my mind about “the book is always better”
myth. Book your court tu (Or mostly it’s a fact!!) Because the series are really better than the
book: Young sheldon But the dangerous thing is Penn Badgley became the greatest Joe Goldberg
you can imagine. Book your guide But the dangerous part is we like so much and we root for Joe!
So we start to turn into fans of a sociopath killer. Youlana Damn! What have you done Penn
Badgley? And TV version of Guinevere turned into a more likable profound character who is
struggling writer: Yoobi I think as a book lack of emotions profoundness empathy of the characters
and sociopath POV nerve-bending stalker narration made me lose my interest for this book: Young
sheldon In other words: an insane obsessive and manipulative romance from the perspective of a
charming psychopath. Science fiction books for young adults It's a fucked up tale told from the
POV of a stalker who obsesses over and spies on a young woman, Ubreakifix He gradually plants
himself into her life and seeks a relationship with her whilst simultaneously hacking her emails and
following every little thing she does. Book your guide If you're looking for a creeptastic story just
in time for Halloween then you need look no further: Book your site What is perhaps most
unsettling about our narrator is how closely he resembles some of the love interests in YA and NA
romance books: Epub tournai Telling his unreliable tale Joe truly believes that he and Beck are
meant to be. Yoobi His narration is completely insane horrifying and - at times - beautiful: Book
your flight He is a fantastically unreliable narrator made more so by the charm and humour he uses
to engage the reader, Book your hunt Like Humbert from Lolita Joe's intelligence wit and candor
make it easy to sympathize with him even though we are aware of how twisted he really is, Science
fiction books for young adults Being inside Joe's head is a poisonous but admittedly fascinating
place to be: You pdf converter Joe is able to commit his crimes through the use of email Facebook
and Twitter; finding out huge amounts of information about Beck without even leaving his house.
Science fiction books for young adults It made me incredibly aware of how visible we all are
these days and had me almost looking over my own shoulder as I was reading it, Youjo senki
crossover Blog | Facebook | Twitter | Instagram | Tumblr 424 I finished this book while recovering
from surgery, Publishing your own ebook Considering how weird this book is it is kind of
perfect!Not for the faint of heart! This book is demented and twisted: Pdf you can write on You will
feel uncomfortable that the words on these pages came from someone and were actually published.
Science fiction books for young adults You will feel guilty for being enthralled by the madness
and behavior of the narrator: Book yourself solid You will start to question your own sanity as you
realize you are not quite sure who you are cheering for: Pdf yousee 5 upon reread)------------On the
last day of 2017 here's the full review of my last favorite of the year: Science fiction books for
young adults I’m currently in this cycle with the song “You” by the 1975. Youlana (Which as a side-
note is a band I refuse to listen to purposefully because I find it really pretentious and I think their
fans are super like Oh which is truly dismal: Book your site I’m probably cynical and bitter and I’m
definitely critical it’s true, Youjo senki crossover But books rarely scare me! And the amazing
fabulous world-changing and life-redefining news is this book creeped the sh*t out of me, Science
fiction books for young adults And what happened in You is creepy and sometimes disgusting and
visceral and awful, Book your flight Joe is a man in his mid-to-late twenties who works in a
bookstore: Science fiction books for young adults Kind of a dream guy on paper if I’m being
totally honest. Ubreakifix One day a woman walks into the bookstore - she’s exactly Joe’s Natalie
Portman-esque type, Book your hunt Even easier because this girl Beck always has her windows
open in her safe neighborhood full of the unsuspicious rich. Youlana It’s just a little simpler because
he can read her emails and visit her therapist and buy club soda from her druggie old-money lover:
Young sheldon It’s hard to admit that sometimes you catch yourself rooting for Joe. Epub to pdf
converter It’s even harder to admit what you’d do if you were Beck, Science fiction books for
young adults Because for me: I’d flirt with the guy at the bookstore register: Book yourself solid
I’d be flattered by the extent to which he’s into me. Youalwayswin It’s really doubtful that I’d ever



suspect him of hoarding my old phone or stealing my high school yearbook: Youalwayswin And
what could be scarier than that?Bottom line: One of the best thrillers, Youalwayswin HAHAHAHA
DUDE WHAT?!?!?!?!?!?!review to come when my thoughts come in actual phrases 424 A reread:
Book your site I wanted to finally get around to watching the show (mostly for Victoria Pedretti in
S2 can’t lie), All you need is crime thriller Caroline Kepnes does a fair job of creating an
immersive unlikeable narrator: Book your flight I do think the writing gets stuck at times trying to
be as provocative as possible hence all the erotic tangents. Youlana The overall execution left me
feeling a bit lukewarm the second time around but the audiobook definitely kept me listening and
gave me the refresher I needed: Science fiction books for young adults 5 stars 424 4 starsOne of
the most thrilling books I have ever read, Youpub I liked that the characters were very complex and
not 2 dimensional. Book your flight 2/5 Stars ⭐️ ⭐️ ⭐️ ⭐️“The problem with books is that they end:
Young sheldon This is me reading the book after I have watched the TV adaptation. Youlana Don't
let the fact that it took me 9 days to finish this book mislead you from how obsessed I was with it life
is just like that. Youalwayswin This is how fucking catchy it is like a fucking cold you can't shake
off. Youalwayswin As Joe invisibly and obsessively takes control of Beck’s life he orchestrates a
series of events to ensure Beck finds herself in his waiting arms. Book your hunt Moving from
stalker to boyfriend Joe transforms himself into Beck’s perfect man all while quietly removing the
obstacles that stand in their way—even if it means murder: Book your flight It's violent it's sexual
it's manipulative it's appalling it might be too much for you: What do you mean by suspense
account But if you're a person like me who can fucking watch anything and everything and won't be
bothered by fucking nothing, Book your hunt The fact that Joe is talking in second person to Beck
is making this book a lot more creepy and stalky, Book your flight What amazes me in this book is
how fucking normal Joe seems to appear to the world. Book your court tu If we saw the story from
Beck's POV we would fall in love with him as she did: Epub tournai He's a good looking guy who
works in a bookstore (yummy) he's funny he's charismatic he knows his shit. Ebook you can heal
your life This character reminds me of Ted Bundy and now I'm fucking scared: Book your voyage
Joe is a character who you want to hate but you can't at some points: Book your voyage You just
feel sorry for him and it's fucking frustrating and wrong: Pdf yousee When it comes to Beck the
rose of Joe's life I ain't buying it: Book yourself solid She treats people like garbage she's shallow
egotistical selfish and she's never short of an excuse about the shitty and irresponsible shit she's
pulling. Book your site Everyone who is obsessed with Beck seem to be people with issues, Youjo
senki crossover I want to talk about the TV show now and the differences from the book, You book
5 There are obviously characters and storylines that were included in the TV show that didn't exist
in the book and vice versa, Book your block But I believe what the show lacked the book provided
and backwards. Science fiction books for young adults The whole storyline with Paco and his
malfunctioning family didn't exist in the book and I believe this was a weakness of the book.
Youlana This character this little kid really showed us that Joe had a good side beside all his issues.
Youlana That he wanted to help someone without having to get something out of it. Youlana Which
makes me wonder what the fuck is left to happen in the next book? I guess I'll find out when I
eventually read it: You pdf book Furthermore Beck never saw Joe at the Dicken's festival and he
never met her family, Your kindle Which was a scene that I wanted in the book to be honest. You
books in order In addition in the book they didn't have a relationship right away: Science fiction
books for young adults In the TV show they started dating right after the dreaded 8 seconds
(LMFAO): Science fiction books for young adults In the book it took lots of time for the blinding
fucking to commence. Youlana There were some other differences that I don't think are worth
mentioning: Book your site I think the show was quicker and had more storylines just because it's
TV whereas the book was a tad bit slower, Your republic is calling you Those last 100 pages
showed exactly how sick and delusional Joe is, Book your court tu He honestly thought Beck was in
the wrong just because she snooped at his stuff, Youjo senki crossover He thought she would
wanna be with him because this is how a man shows his love. Epub to pdf He wanted to showcase
his killings his bordeline obsession his unrelenting stalking. Ebook you can heal your life His



thoughts throughout those last few pages frightened me to death: Youalwayswin I would
recommend it to people who can handle shit being thrown raw at them so be cautious before
starting it: Young sheldon But I definitely plan on visiting the next book even though I have no idea
what the fuck is left to happen, Science fiction books for young adults Anyways! Till the next one
K BYE! 424 Wow this read was a trip! It’s been a hot minute since I’ve read something so
psychologically twisted but I am ever so pleased. You ebook CW: violence murder stalking drug
abuseI’ve known You was a polarizing novel since it first reached my radar and I can definitely
confirm this is not a book for everyone, You publish an app to the entire organization You is
filled with characters ranging from flawed to downright disturbed: Book yourself solid Throughout
the story it’s easy to feel compelled to sympathize with these characters until you have to remind
yourself of all the shitty things they do to stop yourself: Young sheldon It was a book I truly could
not get myself to put down, Science fiction books for young adults I think the choice of second-
person narration was PERFECT for this story, Youjo senki crossover Second-person can be
difficult to successfully execute but Caroline Kepnes is such a talented writer, You book pdf
Especially listening to the audiobook and having someone TELL ME how they are stalking me really
added to the story, Kindle you can write on (The narrator’s cadence was flawless and I would
1000% recommend the audio version. Book your voyage ) Kepnes truly captured the mind of a
stalker while also allowing him to remain human which was an immensely creepy and twisted
experience to unpack, Youjo senki crossover My only gripe with this story is I found it predictable
all-throughout. Youlana Once the dynamic between Joe and Beck was established it was not difficult
to assume every major plot point to occur: Book your flight I do recognize the message that comes
with it but I really wish the author had decided to do something unique, Your kindle app requires
an update If you have a penchant for the morbid and taboo parts of our society this is a story I
would absolutely recommend[1]

You like a song by the 1975? That’s cute. I knew about them before their EP released.)It’s really
inconvenient to use “the 1975” in a sentence.Anyway.And boy was it heady.I am really hard on all
books. My average rating for 2017 was 2. There is only one Guinevere Beck in New York City. I have
never slept with Caroline Kepnes. You should read YOU. You can take my points or you can leave
them. It's a book review. Which is horrifying and. and then. it. It's just.e. But… that’s because
Caroline Kepnes doesn’t want me to. we wonder. This is messed up behavior. Oh no really. And I
enjoy compelling moral darkness. Playing into social norms isn't actually edgy at all. It's just kind of.
boring. Glad you want to be edgy. And frankly I wouldn't have liked it anyway. No it is not subversive
and no it is not new. Please think critically. Overall: I’m just not impressed. yes Kepnes can write
and yes the concept is excellent. but there's nothing interesting being done with said premise. (The
list never ends. Even her BFF evil Peach has more spine than her. I don’t know I could read the
sequel. You is romantic in the same way that Lolita is romantic.A random spur of the moment read
that really paid off. I was medicated and kind of loopy.https://emmareadstoomuch.wordpress.co.I
only know one way to like music. I’m aware of that. But it’s all especially true when it comes to
thrillers.I only like thrillers if they scare me.Caroline Kepnes is a genius.and so so so so possible.We
follow Joe. They flirt at the register. It’s a totally normal interaction.Except then Joe looks at the
name on the credit card. And he Googles.So Joe pursues Beck.This book is in other words a
nightmare.I’d imagine it’s really polarizing. This book exposes a lot about what might shame us. I’d
be pleasantly surprised to see him coincidentally later.Which is to say: I’d fall for Joe and his traps.
Period.Happy new year gang.------------pre-reviewYOOOOOOOOO. 2. Quite enjoyed it yet didn't like
the ending at all. Will definitely check the second book soon. 424 4.” Well well well. adding gif of
shame scene from Game of Thrones. Oh well. Hang me. But let's talk about the book now. This is an
extremely addicting gripping and engaging book. I could finish this book in a day if I could. And that
reminds me it's flu season. Yikes.There is only one Guinevere Beck in New York City.This book is not
for everyone. then you have found your book. Hence the way I'm gonna be talking in this review. And
beyond everything else. a creepy stalking psychotic killer. So wrong. But you can't shake this



feeling. And that's how good the author portrayed the character. The bitch pissed me off. I can't
understand what Joe saw in her. Maybe he saw his flawed self in her. It was sweet. Also Candace is
dead in the book. This is television I guess. Which didn't bother me in the least. The last 100 pages
man. My heartbeat was at God limits. The author did a marvelous job in the horror aspect. Overall I
truly enjoyed this book. It was obsessive steamy funny sick and motherfucking incredible. When I
got time I plan on rewatching the show. or maybe I'll do it when season 2 comes out. Don't know will
decide. It is immensely though-provoking while remaining entertaining. The ending was also so
painfully obvious. You is a novel unlike many others. 424.


